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INTRODUCTION 

In Jan. '96, I bound the first copies of The Illuminati Formula Used to Create 
Undetectable Total Mind-Controlled Slave. Hundreds of people in the United States and 
other countries were reading this book, and were expressing their appreciation and praise 
for the work. Some also contributed more details about the Illuminati’s mind-control. It 
was also gratifying that the illustrated Guidebook to Monarch Mind-control, which 
contains my co-author’s art work done under programming, was translated and sold this 
year (’96) as a paperback in Japan. The word is getting out, and people with ears to hear 
are grateful. The original goal was to write the Vol. 2 book to be about 300 pages long, 
but it spilled into 500 pages. At 500 pages, it was brought to a grinding halt. In this 
DEEPER INSIGHTS book, I bring you more profounder mysteries of the Illuminati’s 
mind-control abilities. These deeper insights were some items left out of the Vol. 2 due to 
space, as well as some things that have been found out since the Vol.2 book was written. 
Those who were intrigued by the Vol. 2, and cut their teeth on the subject of mind-control 
via my writings over the past 5 years, will enjoy this further expose of the deeper secrets 
of Illuminati mind-control. For instance, scattered in several sections including Chapter 3 
is a great deal about the base programs which are laid in using controlled LSD trips in 
sensory deprivation tanks. Another exciting set of new revelations are Cisco’s 
information on the core, and her revelations giving the chronology of layering in the 
mind-control programming. I have also done a great deal of research into Cranial 
manipulation (see Chapter 8), which has been an extremely well-hidden mind-control 
secret known only to a few select people worldwide. Another area of intense research has 
been to expose the role Disney played in mind-control. Although other writers have 
superficially touched on implants, nanobots, thought-transfer, soul entrapment and other 
secret technologies, I decided to provide many details to expose these new technologies 
that are being used in conjunction with the dissociative programmed multiplicity. Beside 
learning countless programming secrets, the reader will take another quantum leap into 
understanding what has been going on in this mixed-up world. If life is a riddle, then this 
book contains many answers to the riddle of life. During the summer of 1996, I had the 
privilege to speak on mind-control to audiences in 12 major American cities, as well talk 
on over 50 radio stations. The response was encouraging. People are beginning to wake 
up, and are hungry to learn the truth about how the movers and shakers of this world have 
developed sophisticated methods to make children into undetectable Illuminati robots 
(from the cradle to the satanic throne), as well as their extensive abilities to control the 
common person’s thinking from the cradle to the grave. When Christ asked the question, 
will I find faith when I return? it was a serious question. We no longer live in a situation 
where we can depend upon our mind and our thoughts actually being our own. Our minds 
are under a constant assault and manipulation by those who control things. No one is 
exempt. Fortunately, there are still some rational thinking humans, who can challenge 
and expose their plans for total control over the minds of the entire human race. I, as a 
minister & researcher, along with the victims represented by Cisco Wheeler and others, 
can’t expose this mind control on our own. We need the help of others. Will you help us 



get the message out about the New World Order’s/the Illuminati’s mind control? Cisco 
has consulted with me, and we decided to make two continuations. The 
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continuation of the Illustrated guidebook would be authored by her, and the continuation 
of the Vol. 2 book would be carried out by yours truly, Fritz Springmeier. We have 
combined these two continuations into this book called for short DEEPER INSIGHTS 
into the Illuminati Mind Control Formula. This volume is meant to be an extension of the 
previous volumes. IF YOU HAVE NOT READ the previous book entitled Vol. 2 The 
Illuminati Formula used to create an Undetectable Total Mind Controlled Slave, THEN 
you are not really prepared to understand this material. In my previous books, I have 
shown how the intelligence agencies are simply prostitutes and fronts of the Illuminati. 
The Illuminati always "sterilize" their activities, so their actions can’t be identified in the 
flurry of secret intelligence activities. Recently, at one conference on mind-control, 
victims of government mind-control were told that their stories were not welcome 
because the conference was on "cult" mind-control. Dear reader, the intelligence agencies 
are cults, and not only that, but they have a dark satanic side to them, which not only 
brands them as cults, but "occult cults." Witchcraft and Freemasonry refer to themselves 
as "the Craft"; how appropriate it was for Allen Dulles, DCI-head of the CIA, to entitle 
his book "The Craft of Intelligence". How appropriate it was that people within the CIA 
referred to their top management as the Knights Templars. As the Vol. 2 Formula book 
indicated, the intelligence agencies which work for the Illuminati have kept only the 
minimum of records, and the records they do keep are out of reach of people like you and 
I. But that doesn’t mean that the researcher like myself can’t work backwards. One of the 
side effects of the traumas that create multiple-personalities (DID) is that sadistic or 
criminal alters are often formed, and with careful research the historical record of 
criminals with multiple personalities can be traced back into history. The Illuminati have 
created trained-multiples for centuries, but insiders say that programmed DID (MPD) was 
developed in the Nazi concentration camps. The worldwide Illuminati planned the camps 
with the goal to determine what programs would work on children, and used the cover 
story of Nazi racial hatred to hide the real purpose of the camps--mind-control 
experiments which used large numbers of children traumatized by their separation from 
their parents.  

With today’s sophisticated programming and structuring of MPD worlds, these evil alters 
can be controlled better than in the past, and yet we still have serial killers like Wayne 
Cox, and serial rapists like William Stanley Milligan, who were programmed multiples 
stalking our streets. Kenneth Biani, the LA Hillside strangler who killed 9 people was 
diagnosed as a multiple, but claimed he had faked the disorder. Thomas W. Piper in 
Boston in the 1870s, and Paul Miskamen, one hundred years later in California, are 
examples of multiples who had an alter capable of murder and another alter who was a 
good Christian. One of the best disinformation campaigns of the Illuminati, is to make 
people think programmed-multiples are just for espionage, prostitution and assassination. 
They have taken over our pulpits, like the Illuminati programmed multiple Jimmy 
Swaggart, and they have taken over our political offices, like Al Gore, and our 



universities. Even with the elite’s secrecy intact via their control of libraries, publishing 
houses, and newspapers, the record still shows the traces of the Illuminati’s history of 
creating controlled multiple personalities. The historical record of criminals with multiple 
personalities includes the Illuminati coke multimillionaire Harry K. Thaw. He was one of 
the elite of society, who had charming sophisticated front alters, and sadistic deeper 
alters. His position prevented him from being convicted of a murder he committed in 
public 
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on June 25, 1906. However, another multiple Henry Spencer, who didn’t have such clout 
was hanged after killing Allison Rexroat in 1914. Another multiple William Heirens, who 
murdered two women in the ’40’s, had one of his front alters write in the mirror after a 
murder, "For heaven’s sake, catch me before I kill more, I cannot control myself." He had 
an alter George who was doing the murders. The story doesn’t stop with evidence of 
physical murders, but includes the vast numbers of spiritual deaths that have resulted 
from the spiritual manipulation of the masses via programmed multiples. Programmed 
multiples have been great for carrying out religious deceptions. Many of the great spiritist 
mediums were multiples. In the 1920’s, Patience Worth was a famous name of an author. 
Patience was an alter of Mrs. John Curran. As a child Mrs. Curran had played the piano 
in her uncle’s Missouri Ozark church when young and then she later grew up to be a 
famous medium and writer. A Dr. Charles E. Cory investigated her multiple-personality 
disorder. He discovered that her author alter was much more intelligent than the front 
alter who did the housekeeping & normally held the body. The occult world has 
manipulated MPD to manufacture validation for their theories of reincarnation, spiritism 
etc. Where once the Word of God was accepted as truth by society as a whole, now 
society questions whether there is such a thing as truth. When it has come to finding out 
about mind control from the first level of perpetrators, the government, there have been a 
number of manufactured (bogus), sanitized and original CIA documents released to the 
public under the nearly worthless Freedom of Information act. The Freedom of 
Information Act has been manipulated to lead people to think that the public has access to 
secrets.  

A letter of inquiry in 1995 requesting declassified documents on Mind Control, Monarch, 
MK Ultra, Artichoke and Blue Bird got the following response from the CIA, "...as you 
might expect, we have already conducted broad-ranging and exhaustive searches and 
reviews on every conceivable aspect of human behavior, including mind control and 
brainwashing, and have located and released 11, 336 pages of material on the general 
subject of human behavior studies under MKULTRA. Most of the 11,336 pages of this 
previously released material are very limited in scope and consist primarily of financial 
records." (quote from a CIA letter of response in answer to a request for declassified 
mind-control information.) Yes, and long-story-short even those 11,336 pages only got 
released due to a mistake.  

In one CIA document pertaining to mind control released under the Freedom of 
Information act, which is a memorandum dated 20 Oct. 1975 to the Director of Central 



Intelligence from the Inspector General Donald F. Chamberlain, the Inspector General 
states, "From his investigation of the project [MKNAOMI], Dr. Stevens has concluded 
that gaps in the files are the result of a conscious policy on the part of those involved to 
keep very little paper on the project from its inception in 1952 to its demise in 1970. 
People formerly connected with the project interviewed by Dr. Stevens asserted that the 
practice of keeping little or no record of the activity was standard MKNAOMI 
procedure." Philip Agee, who wrote an expose of the CIA entitled Inside The Company: 
CIA Diary (Toronto, Can.: Bantam Books, 1975), said that as an employee of the CIA 
"You get so used to lying that after a while it’s hard to remember what the truth is." 
Philip Agee writes, "The life of a CIA operations officer ... There is not much time to 
think about the results of your actions and, if you try to do it well, the job of operations 
officer calls for dedication to the point of obsession. But it’s a schizophrenic sort of 
situation. You have too many secrets, you can’t relax with outsiders. Sometimes an 
operative uses several identities at once. If somebody 
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asks you a simple question, "What did you do over the weekend?" your mind goes Click! 
Who does he think I am? What would the guy he thinks I am be doing over the weekend? 
You get so used to lying that after a while it’s hard to remember what the truth is. When I 
[Philip] joined the CIA I signed the secrecy agreement... [now] I may have violated that 
agreement. I believe it is worse to stay silent, that the [security] agreement itself was 
immoral." [bold added to quote] On Nov. 15, 1996, DCI Deutsch of the CIA paraded 
himself and some politicians before a public meeting in south L.A. (broadcast on C-Span) 
and told the people the CIA would investigate allegations that the CIA had run drugs. 
One man asked CIA Director Deutsch, "Everyone knows that the CIA was running drugs 
in Vietnam from the Golden Triangle, and that they have continued doing it to today, and 
you want to come here to south L.A. and pretend to us that this hasn’t happened when 
everyone knows it did. Are you crazy?" Deutsch couldn’t help but show a revealing 
smile. (The above quoted question was taken from C-Span’s broadcast & is a closely 
paraphrased version.) One of my questions to Deutsch would be, "When a drug addict’s 
life gets out of control, he’ll go into denial, and he’ll steal from everyone in his life, 
including his own mother, and live a life of lies, and when an intelligence agency gets out 
of control, they are like an addicted person, they stay in total denial and keep secretly 
hurting everyone in sight, WHAT can and should the people do to get an out-of-control 
intelligence agency to stop its power addiction? Unfortunately, the problem with power 
addiction, addiction to lying & deception, and drug addiction began centuries before the 
CIA within the Illuminati families that started the CIA. The CIA is simply reflecting the 
problems of its parent. Their addiction to lying keeps the common gullible man in public 
ignorant. Their total mind-controlled slaves are used extensively for disinformation 
campaigns, and are helpful to disseminate WHITE, GREY, & BLACK propaganda for 
the New World Order’s Network. To coordinate their lies requires a special intelligence 
group that keeps meticulous records of the disinformation that has been disseminated, so 
that they don’t get mixed up in their lies. It is extremely rare to get the truth out of the 
perpetrators, the mind-control programmers. Recently, on television a movie portrayed a 
victim of trauma-based mind control trying to get one of her programmers, who she’d 



taken prisoner, to confess to what he’d done. He defied her, and did all he could to make 
her think her memory was her imagination. It was an excellent portrayal of how hard it is 
to get the truth out of the perpetrators. The sadistic programmers have exercised their 
power for decades in secrecy. They have understood the implications of their power for 
decades. However, the implications of this undetectable mind-control are staggering, 
actually overwhelming and beyond the man in the street’s ability to comprehend. It 
means every organization can be infiltrated ("penetrated" as they say), and used as a front 
or controlled. It means nothing is as it appears. It means that Russia can hate America on 
the surface, and be working hand in glove on the secret level. It means every one of the 
millions of new immigrants from Russia, China and Eastern Europe into the U.S. is a 
potential time bomb. It means much of what has been blamed on Christians has had its 
origin in Satan. Satanic programming has seriously damaged the reputation of Christians. 
The programmers are major players in how the world’s events unfold, while they receive 
absolutely no attention. These men are illegitimate rulers of the world. They have never 
gained from the common man the right to rule. Therefore they rule through puppets who 
owe their total allegiance to their mind-control masters. They are rapidly trying to 
establish legitimacy for themselves, and plan to 
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culminate their plans to gain legitimacy with the rule of the AntiChrist, who will rule 
based on mass-produced myths and fantasies that the Illuminati will articulate to the 
imaginations of millions of slaves worldwide. They have already begun to market the 
AntiChrist and his reign to the world. The campaign for the acceptance of homosexuality 
is just one part of this marketing effort. They are also skillfully justifying their 
AntiChrist’s rule, by creating problems that only his superior management abilities and 
leadership skills will be able to deal with. The strength of New World Order and the 
AntiChrist’s rule is the total and undetectable mind-control that is being carried out on a 
mass scale to little children and people who fit specific profiles. According to a reliable 
deprogrammed source: Adults, who have the following profile are subjected to mind-
control. This profile is: 

· alone without a support system of family or friends.  

· an I.Q. above 120.  

· good hypnotic candidate  

· has other attributes worthwhile to exploit  

More about this will be discussed in chapter 1, where an entire overview of how the 
intelligence agencies take adults and program them will be given. Adults who are used by 
the intelligence agencies for WET OPS or one-time one way missions are programmed in 
stages. These stages are designated levels 1-5. Level 4 is where these slaves begin to 
resemble the total mind-controlled slaves of the Illuminati who have been subjected to 
mind-control since they were defenseless babies. The men involved in the programming 



of little defenseless children are skilled. They have been earned their jobs on the basis of 
a dog-eat-dog environment. They are ruthless. They operate out a hidden zone, which I 
will call the twilight zone of believability. Anyone who tries to expose what they are 
doing, must write about things that are outside of that box of things commonly believed 
in. It is as they intentionally gauge what is believable and then step outside of that zone in 
which to operate. These ruthless programmers have egos which think they are god-men. 
Somewhere deep in their minds, they inwardly know they are worms. There is a part of 
themselves deep down that knows the truth, but Satan has buried that so deep, that they 
cannot face the reality of who they are. They seek eternal life by stealing the life force of 
innocent victims. They know that their father is Satan. They are victims of Satan. Where 
does one draw the line between who is a victim and who is an abuser? There is no line. 
The word of God indicates that God has turned many of these men over to Satan due to 
their wicked minds. It’s sad to think that some of these men are dependant on Satan for 
spiritual life. Many of the slaves still have a spark of reality and a spirit that cries for 
freedom. They have ears to hear the truth, should it come their way. This book is written 
for those who love the truth and love the liberty that Almighty God has given us to seek 
and to love the truth for ourselves. Although only a minority of the people today have 
Total Mind-Control, the Illuminati are attempting to confuse and manipulate everyone. 
One of their favorite tactics to scare people with is the ambiguous bogeyman of national 
security. They constantly use their spin-doctors to whip up fear, so that the public will 
gladly surrender their freedom to protect "national security". Unfortunately, or ironically, 
the very concept of "national security" is being used as a cover for the Illuminati to steal 
every last vestige of freedom left to the American people. American tax-dollars support 
secret conferences such as the classified conference sponsored by Los Alamos on Nov. 
16-17, 1993 where the Applied Physics Lab of John Hopkins University taught our 
military about "non-lethal" weapons. The satanist/ ex-Green Beret Dr. John Alexander, 
now head of the Los Alamos National Lab, gave one of the opening talks on 11/16/93. 
The next day, the military men gave talks on 
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the technology involved in controlling people’s minds electronically via both implants 
and energy beamed at them. Dr. Dave Morgan, of Lockhead Sanders also gave a specific 
talk on their "syntel--synthetic voices they place in the heads of victims with telemetry to 
auditory implants. You will read more on their implants in chapter 5. The battle for the 
freedom of the human mind must be fought now. The battle gets increasingly difficult, 
but we must fight it whether we win or lose, for the human spirit and the human mind 
was not created by God for slavery to Satan and his AntiChrist. Over and over, the truth 
of Jesus’ words still shine forth, "And you shall know the truth and the truth shall set you 
free." Let us realize that the man who said those eternally powerful words also said, "I am 
the way, the truth, and the life." For His light shone in darkness, "and the darkness has 
not overcome it." If those of us who still have free minds must die--then let us die for the 
TRUTH, that the Truth in Christ Jesus shall live.  

Chapter 1 



The hidden World Order government that increasingly controls our lives operates through 
many clandestine operations and groups. What you see is not what you get. In order to 
maintain total secrecy of such a vast scale of operations, they use millions of mind-
controlled slaves world-wide as well as numerous willing servants who out of raw terror 
will not buck the system. On the surface, EPIC is just another secret military unit. The 
patch below belongs to the EPIC unit, a clandestine unit which is doing the real banking 
for part of Mexico, much of the U.S. and part of Canada. This agency (El Paso 
Intelligence Center--EPIC) is obviously not a U.S. jurisdictional agency, but operates 
under FINCEN (Financial Crimes Enforcement Network- as in crimes against Big 
Brother). This unit is stationed at Ft. Bliss, which contains Army & Air Force units. 
American elections are rigged, and there is no longer a government of the people, for the 
people and by the people (if there ever was one). The American people are kept in place 
because they think they elected the government that rules them. Mind-control is 
pervasive and is being used not just to create sexual slaves, or banking employees, but to 
control society at all levels. Will we continue to allow a shadow government to rule us? 
Will we continue to let them tell us that these things have to be secret in the interest of 
"national security", when in reality they are only in the interest of NATIONAL 
SLAVERY? 

  

 

  

  

EPIC is also involved with the NAFTA machinations, many of which were done with the 
help of mind-controlled slaves. Within the NAFTA agreement was the U.S./Mexico 
Border XXI Framework Document, (based on the La Paz Agreement signed in ‘83) 
which in effect ends American & Mexican sovereignity over all land within 52.5 miles of 
the border. Special international agencies have been created to regulate the various 


